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“Lord Grey Academy is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children and 
young people and requires all staff and volunteers to demonstrate this commitment in every 
aspect of their work.” 
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School Motto 
 
 

Aspire, Learn, Achieve 
 

Our Aims 
 

Lord Grey Academy expects you to: 

 Achieve your personal best 

 Contribute and enjoy 

 Value and understand yourself and others 

 Embrace opportunities 

 Learn from mistakes 

 Develop confidence 

 Respect our core values:  
o Be resilient, independent and hardworking;  
o Be kind, caring and positive;  
o Be ambitious, aspirational and determined;  
o Be respectful, helpful and honest. 

 

Lord Grey Academy Mission Statement 
 

‘Lord Grey Academy is a future-driven, aspirational and inclusive school offering 
all learners outstanding social and academic opportunities. Our international, 
national and local community links promote the development of fulfilled and 
successful young people. We aim to maximise learner potential to the highest 
academic levels and to encourage a love of learning that will last a lifetime.  We 
are a high achieving school with an ambition to become an outstanding first 
choice local school ’. 
 

Lord Grey is a “good school”, Ofsted, July 2014  
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Welcome from the Principal 
 
Dear Prospective Applicant/Candidate, 
 
Thank you so much for considering applying to Lord Grey Academy in Bletchley. We are a 
learning community of approximately 1490 students and over 150 staff. Lord Grey is totally 
committed to school improvement and developing the life chances of the young people in 
our care. We are a very inclusive and caring school, with high aspirations.  
 
As the Principal, I am very proud to be the leader of such a dynamic and vibrant school. 
This is an Academy that is really ‘on the up’. We are an oversubscribed school and have 
excellent links with our local feeder schools within the Bletchley Partnership.  We believe in 
working in close partnership with parents, other local schools and colleges, the Local 
Authority and local community groups.  We are part of TOVE Learning Trust, as part of their 
Multi Academy Trust, and we are excited to be in this family of likeminded schools. 
 
We believe in treating every student as an individual and our students are wonderful to work 
with; they are respectful, polite and engaging. The academy believes in praising young 
people and celebrating the success of those who do well; we have a clear rewards and 
consequences system and a good vertical pastoral system led by Heads of House, to 
support learners and staff. 

 
We have a good Sixth Form and we offer a wide range of Post-16 courses at Level 2 and 
Level 3; we are constantly striving to offer curriculum diversity and to widen our Post-16 
offer.  Ofsted 2014, recognised the Sixth Form as a real area of strength in the academy 
and value added outcomes have been consistently positive since. 

 
The academy has an excellent programme of staff CPD and we have an outstanding track 
record in supporting staff in career development and training.  We hold the prestigious 
Institute of Education Gold Award for professional development.  The large staff are very 
welcoming and everyone who works here values the support and friendship that they are 
offered. 
 
At Lord Grey Academy we understand the importance of a sustainable work-life balance 
and are committed to a rolling review of processes and practices to ensure that they do not 
get in the way of effective planning for great teaching and learning.  
 
Faculty meeting time and CPD programmes encourage and facilitate collaborative planning 
in order to develop great strategies and resources whilst alleviating workload pressures. 
CPD provision is varied and tailored to teachers' skills and ambition. For colleagues 
interested in research-led, enquiry based CPD our CPD programme can offer opportunities 
to work as a research lead or take part in action research projects in a specific area of 
interest.  
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Leadership at all levels is encouraged and an in-house leadership development programme 
is attended by all middle leaders. Middle leaders are also encouraged to seek external 
accreditation through NPQML and NPQSL programmes as appropriate. 
 
As part of a newly enlarged Multi Academy Trust, there are exciting career opportunities for 
committed and ambitious individuals who are looking for a long term career within one 
organisation.  
 
The academy is situated on a large site in West Bletchley on the southern side of Milton 
Keynes.  Bletchley itself is the home of ‘Bletchley Park’, where the WW2 ‘Enigma’ code was 
discovered – this site of historical importance and tourist attraction is just a few minutes’ 
walk from the school. Bletchley is a lively town on the outskirts of Milton Keynes, and offers 
plenty of accommodation, good shopping and good rail links to London and Birmingham. 
Milton Keynes is centrally placed with excellent transport links, by both road and rail, to the 
rest of England. Milton Keynes is one of the fastest growing cities in Europe and has superb 
shopping, many bars and restaurants and a very good theatre. With excellent cinemas, 
Xscape and the Snow Dome, MK Dons and a range of other leisure options, there is plenty 
to do in Bletchley and Milton Keynes. For those who prefer the countryside, there are many 
beautiful Buckinghamshire and Northamptonshire villages on the periphery of Bletchley.  

 
Having read all of this, if you are interested in making an application, we would be delighted 
to hear from you. Come and join us on our journey of school improvement! Lord Grey 
Academy is a school that is really working hard to be a truly great place of learning.  
 
 
Mr Jim Parker 
Principal 
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Advertisement 

 
COVER SUPERVISOR  

Permanent  

 
Hours of Work 8.20am – 3.20pm   

32.5 hours per week 
39 weeks per year - Term time plus training days  
Tove Learning Trust  Band G £19,945 - £22,021 

 
Actual annual starting salary: £14,983 per annum 

 
 

Due to an internal promotion, we require, as soon as possible, an organised, proactive and reliable 
Cover Supervisor to join our re-organised successful team.     
 
The Cover Supervisor role includes the supervision of students in lessons when the teacher is absent 
and supporting teaching staff on intervention in the classroom.   
 
Candidates should indicate, in their letter of application, if there are any subjects of the curriculum in 
which they are particularly interested in supporting (e.g. English, Maths, Science, Wellbeing, 
Enterprise, Languages, Performing Arts, Creative Technologies and Humanities).  This would be a 
perfect starting point or stepping stone for someone who is considering teaching in the future.  There 
is also an enhanced payment for colleagues who take on short or medium term instruction of a class.   

 
A candidate information booklet and application form are available on the vacancies 
section of Lord Grey Academy’s website: 
http://www.lordgrey.org.uk/general-information/vacancies/ 
 
Please note the application form is available on the right hand side of the above link.  
 
Completed application form and covering letter should be submitted to Human Resources 
at Lord Grey or emailed to hr@lordgrey.org.uk by 9am on Monday 4th November 2019.  
 
Only successfully short listed candidates will be contacted.   
 
The school is committed to safeguarding children. The successful applicant will require an 
enhanced DBS check.  

 

  

http://www.lordgrey.org.uk/general-information/vacancies/
mailto:hr@lordgrey.org.uk
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JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

POST TITLE:   Cover Supervisor  
RESPONSIBLE TO: Cover Supervisor Team Leader  

 
JOB PURPOSE 

 
To work under the guidance of teaching/senior staff and within an agreed system of supervision.    Staff 
supervise whole classes during the short-term absence of teachers.  The primary focus will be to maintain 
good order and to keep students on task.   Cover Supervisors, during cover supervision, will need to 
respond to questions and generally assist students to undertake set activities.  A Cover supervisor when 
not covering lessons will be required to support teachers in lessons as directed by the team leader.   
 
 This job profile is a guide to the work that you will initially be required to undertake.  It may be altered 
from time to time to meet changing circumstances.  It does not form part of your contract of employment. 

 
Support for Pupils 

 Undertake cover supervision work as needed 

 Be a co-tutor  within the Academy’s vertical tutoring system 

 Use specialist (curricular/learning) skills/training/experience to support students  

 Establish productive working relationships with students, acting as a role model and setting 
high expectations 

 Promote the inclusion and acceptance of all students within the classroom 

 Support students consistently whilst recognising and responding to their individual needs 

 Encourage students to interact and work co-operatively with others and engage all students 
in activities 

 Promote independence and employ strategies to recognise and reward achievement of self-
reliance 

 Provide feedback to students in relation to progress and achievement  
 
Support for the Teacher (when not covering lessons) 

 Work with the teacher to establish an appropriate learning environment 

 Work with the teacher in lesson planning, evaluating and adjusting lessons/work plans as 
appropriate 

 To support the teaching staff on intervention in classrooms working with the class teacher 
and assist with students with challenging behaviour.   

 Provide objective and accurate feedback and reports as required, to the teacher on student 
achievement, progress and other matters, ensuring the availability of appropriate evidence 

 Be responsible for keeping and updating records as agreed with the teacher, contributing to 
reviews of systems/records as requested 

 Undertake marking of students’ work and accurately record achievement/ progress 

 Promote positive values/attitudes and good student behaviour, dealing promptly with conflict 
and incidents in line with established policy and encourage students to take responsibility for 
their own behaviour 

 Administer and assess routine tests and invigilate exam/tests 
 

 
Support for the Curriculum 

 Implement agreed learning activities/teaching programmes, adjusting activities according to 
student responses/needs 

 Implement literacy and numeracy programmes and make effective use of opportunities 
provided by other learning activities to support the development of literacy and numeracy 
skills 
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 Support the use of ICT in learning activities and develop students’ competence and 
independence in its use 

 Help students to access learning activities through specialist support 

 Determine the need for, prepare and maintain general and specialist equipment and 
resources 

 
Support for the Academy 

 Be aware of and comply with policies and procedures relating to child protection, health, 
safety and security, confidentiality and data protection, reporting all concerns to an 
appropriate person  

 Be aware of and support difference and ensure all students have equal access to 
opportunities to learn and develop 

 Contribute to the overall ethos/work/aims of the Academy 

 Establish constructive relationships and communicate with other agencies/professionals, in 
liaison with the teacher, to support achievement and progress of students 

 Attend and participate in regular meetings 

 Participate in training and other learning activities (including first aid certificate) as required 

 Recognise own strengths and areas of expertise and use these to advise and support others  

 Assist in the supervision, training and development of staff 

 ?To ensure the effective implementation of the Academy’s Equalities Policy and Safeguarding 

and Child Protection Policy 
 
 

Other duties or responsibilities 

 To comply with any other reasonable requests from the Principal when there are exceptional 
circumstances 

 To undertake such duties as may from time to time be reasonably assigned by the Principal 
 

 
 

Signed  ____________________  Date _________________________ 
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PERSON SPECIFICATION 
 

 
Cover Supervisor 

 
Person Specification 

 
 
Experience & Skills 
 

 
E = Essential 
D = Desirable 

 
 Experience of working with children of relevant age, for a minimum of 2 

years 

 Skill of being able to effectively undertake cover supervision 
 

 
D 
 
E 

 
Knowledge 
 

 

 

 Can use ICT effectively to support learning 

 Full working knowledge of relevant policies/codes of practice and 
awareness of  relevant  legislation 

 Working knowledge of national/foundation stage curriculum and other 
relevant legislation/learning programmes/strategies 

 Understanding of principles of child development and learning processes 

 Ability to self-evaluate learning needs and actively seek learning 
opportunities 

 Ability to relate well to children and adults 

 Work constructively as part of a team, understanding classroom roles and 
responsibilities and  your own position within these 

 Ability to communicate effectively, both verbally and in writing 
 

 
D 
D 
 
D 
 
D 
 
E 
 
E 
E 
 
E 
 

 
Education, Training and Qualifications 
 

 

 

 Very good numeracy/literacy skills 

 NVQ 3 for Teaching Assistants or equivalent qualification or experience 

 Training in the relevant strategies e.g. literacy and/or in particular 
curriculum or learning area e.g. bi-lingual, sign language, dyslexia, ICT, 
Maths, English, CACHE etc 

 

 
E 
D 
 
D 

 
Other Requirements 
 

 

 

 Participate in development and training opportunities 

 Commitment to uphold the Academy’s Equalities, Safeguarding and Child 
Protection Policies 

 Willingness to be flexible with working hours to respond to the Academy’s 
needs 

 Willingness and ability to be a Co-Tutor 

 
E 
E 
 
E 
 
E 

 
 


